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2023-2024 North American Pairs 
NAP Qualifying Games in Clubs 

 
                        Setting up the Game 

When you get to the “Select Event Rating” Screen:  
1. Select #5 North American Pairs or Teams (Club or Unit Level), then #1 Club level.  

(Just 2 NAP games/session are allowed in June-July-August.) 

2. If stratified, select 2-strat or 3-strat, whichever you are running. 

3. Select the strats using player with the highest masterpoints, not by average of the 
pair.  NAP Strats are Open/2500/<500 NLM.  You may choose 2500/<500 NLM 
(Flight B and C) game, or a standalone non-stratified event in any of the flights. 
Choosing any other strata will result in illegally stratifying your game. 

4. If your setup includes the C flight, select NLM as the upper masterpoint® limit, not 
500.  After entering the players’ names, check the masterpoint holdings of the C’s by 
using F11/PMPS, choosing By Highest.  (F4 will then sort them for you.)  We set up by 
NLM, but someone with 500+ could still be a NLM.   If you find a player with >500 
masterpoints, you need to make sure the pair is in the B stratum, even if one of them 
is a NLM.  F9, #11, #1 “Assign stratum letters” will allow you to view and edit pairs.  
Double-click the letter you wish to change, enter it, confirm if you get a dialog box 
asking if you’re sure, and hit F9 (or click OK) to save the changes. 
 

Games Run Using ACBLscore  

1. DBADDing these games will allow you to produce a list of Qualifiers to the next 
level.  During the DBADD you’ll see: “Add Group codes to players in database who 
qualified to the next level?” ANSWER “YES.”  (See “After the Game” below.)  

2. ACBLscore will calculate the fees due ($5.10 per table). Once you upload the game to 
Live for Clubs, the Masterpoints will be pending.  The amount due will be reflected 
and paid in your monthly Live for Clubs invoice. 
 

After the Game 
 

1. You may provide Qualifying Slips to the next level of play, using the F11 “PCON” 
command.  Units/Districts usually work from lists now, so this is usually not needed. 

2. You must provide the District or Unit Coordinator with a list of qualifiers to the 
District or Unit final. DO THE FOLLOWING after you have played all the CLUB 
LEVEL NAP qualifying games that you have scheduled.  Players who qualified more 
than once will appear on this list only once. 

3. Go to DATA BASE at the ACBLscore Main Menu screen. 
1. Select REPORTS/EXPORT, then choose #13, List of Qualifiers. 

2. Tag the group to include: 3NA 3NB 3NB for 2023, and hit F9. 

3. Answer the remaining questions appropriately. 

4. Call the Help Line at 662-253-3181, option #1, if you need assistance. 


